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The ability of interacting with dynamic and complex environments with minimal prior
knowledge is a key challenge in mobile robots. The interaction can be in the form of avoid-
ing dynamic obstacles or following human instructions. Such robotic system have various
applications such as search-and-rescuer, autonomous delivery, or self-driving. Designing
and implementing controllers for such robotic system requires tremendous efforts and al-
ways prone to error. Rather than programming such controller, it will be more beneficial
to allow the robot to learn from others’ and its own experiences.
In this thesis, we focus on enabling the mobile robot to perform different tasks based
on visual inputs in indoor environments via imitation learning. Imitation learning is a
data-driven approach that uses expert demonstrations to train a policy that performs
the demonstrated task. However, it requires heavy supervision from human experts. In
addition, it is hard to perform multiple task using the same model. Our first frame-
work focuses on reducing human supervision. It is an extension of Dataset Aggregation
(DAgger) method, in which we use the sensor fusion technique to allow the robot to
learn a navigation policy in a self-supervised manner thus minimizes human supervision.
i
The second framework learns a multi-task policy using shared information between the
related tasks. It performs different tasks based on human instructions. These tasks are
navigating to different indoor environments or exploring the current one. We performed
an extensive collection of experiments for each framework and demonstrates that the
proposed frameworks are able to achieve high performance and even surpasses human
demonstrator in some scenarios.
ii
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1 INTRODUCTION
One of the main challenges in robotics is how to develop robots that are able to interact
within a dynamically changing environment and perform different tasks with minimal
prior knowledge . It requires the robot to percept the environment and make decisions
accordingly. Traditional methods rely on accurate manual modeling for each task. For
example, in the task of indoor navigation, one of the most widely adopted approaches
is SLAM, which is a two-stage approach consisting of perception and action stage [37].
A global map is built using on-board sensors in the perception stage. This map is then
given to a motion planner to make predictions [25, 36]. This approach is environment-
dependent and requires tremendous efforts to establish the environment maps. It also
needs intensive memory to store the map information.
In contrast, learning-based methods simplifies the need of manual modeling. They
directly learn a policy that maps a sensor input to the corresponding control command.
Because of the advances of deep learning models, especially convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), learning control commands directly from raw images becomes possible [17]. Deep
reinforcement learning (DRL) [22] is one such method that combines deep learning with
reinforcement learning. Although it has yielded many successful outcomes [19–21,31], it
requires robots to learn from trial-and-error that is impractical and too expensive in real
world tasks. Therefore, many works only employ DRL in simulated settings [12] to avoid
hardware damaging and long time training. The learned policy is then transferred to real
world scenarios [30, 35]. However, the discrepancy between simulated environments and
the real world is large and still requires fine-tuning. Meanwhile it is very likely to cause
damage to robots.
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End-to-end imitation learning methods are another branch of learning-based control
and it has been employed to resolve complex robotic tasks such as manipulating objects
[24], navigating to a target position [23], and self-driving vehicles [3]. Imitation learning
converts sequential decision tasks to supervised learning problems, where a policy is
trained to minimize the errors between the predicted actions and the ones taken by an
expert demonstrator. It is more simple and data efficient than reinforcement learning thus
incur less damage while applying to real robots. However, there are three major challenges
in imitation learning: (1) data distribution mismatch between states encountered by a
trained policy and an expert policy, (2) difficulties of querying an expert policy in real-
world scenarios, and (3) only learns single task per model. This thesis proposes two
frameworks that addresses these challenges.
The first two problems are usually solved by DAgger algorithm [26] , which iteratively
collects training examples using both an expert and a trained policy. This approach
however requires a human supervisor to provide correct control commands given an ob-
servation encountered by a trained policy, which is expensive and inaccurate [27]. We
propose a framework, Multi-Sensory Semi-Supervised Learning (MS3L), which is based
on imitation learning augmented with sensor fusion to overcome the challenges of applying
DAgger to real robots. It has two key innovations:
• One is to employ various types of sensors, including both imaging and non-imaging,
in a deep learning framework to minimize human involvement in that it only requires
ONE iteration of human supervision to initialize a navigation policy.
• The other is that, after initializing the navigation policy, MS3L uses a suboptimal
sensor policy to label the observations encountered by a mobile robot at its own,
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which completely eliminates the need of querying an expert policy in literature
solutions. To reduce the adversarial effect of learning from the suboptimal policies,
we design a recording policy based on the safety policy [40], which controls the
degree of information learned by the navigation policy.
Imitation learning traditionally only learns one task per model. This restricts robots
to execute complex actions. Our second framework is called Shared Multi-task Imitation
Learning (SMIL), which gives robots the ability to perform different tasks while navigat-
ing in indoor environments.. The framework is based on multi-task learning (MTL) [4]
and aims at solving the last problem mentioned above. Although MTL has been re-
searched for a long time, mutli-task imitation learning has rarely been researched until
recently. The proposed framework uses a shared CNN to learn a environment model that
extracts image features. Different subtask policies are represented by a multi-headed
fully connected network which inputs are from the last layer of the shared CNN. While
previous work [5] does not consider the relevance between each subtask, the proposed
framework makes use of the relevant information across sub-tasks. During training, in-
stead of using on-policy learning as presented in MS3L, we apply off-policy imitation
learning, where robots learn from an noise injected expert policy [15]. During inference,
the framework switches between sub-policies based on human commands.
In the rest of this thesis, Section 2 reviews the related work and background of the
topic. Then, Section 3 discusses the detailed design and training pipeline of MS3L. SMIL
is introduced in Section 4 including network architecture and detailed training procedure.
Next, Section 5 presents extensive performance evaluations of MS3L and SMIL in real
indoor environments. The paper is finally concluded by Section 6.
3
2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Deep Learning
Deep learning is a broad set of learning algorithms that usually consists of different
types of neural network layers such as CNNs used for computer vision or long short-term
memory (LSTM) used for sequential learning [10]. With many of these layers stacking
together, deep learning algorithms can become powerful function approximators that is
able to learn representation from input data. They map a fixed size input such as images
to a fixed size output such as classification probability or real-valued numbers. The
mapping is transformed by a set of stacked layers. Each of these layers learns different
representations of input data [17].
With the ability of learning representations, deep learning has made much progress
in computer vision. Many network architectures have been proposed to further increase
the performance of deep learning models [9, 32, 34]. In our work, we utilize the power of
these deep models to map raw images to robot control commands. However, the success
of training these deep models are based on large amount of data like ImageNet [6,29]. In
contrast, there is no universal dataset for robotics because it is hard to collect and label
the data needed for training, which can be problematic while training a robotic task.
2.2 Learning from Demonstrations
One of widely used imitation learning algorithms in the literature is unanimously based on
a pioneer DAgger algorithm proposed by Ross et al. [26] to iteratively train a policy that
imitates a certain expert policy. It is an example of on-policy learning algorithm, where
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the robot learns from its own trajectories. This algorithm has been used in many robotic
problems [7, 14, 27]. It requires some expert policies to be queried, which is impractical
and too expensive in real environments especially when human supervision is required.
Ross et al. use DAgger to train a drone to fly in forests and avoid collisions [27]. The
human supervisors are provided with partial feedback to correct actions of trained policy
off-policy. While this solution aims at reducing supervisor’s burden, it still does not solve
the problem of querying a human operator. Laskey et al proposes an approach to use
a hierarchy of supervisors to learn grasping policy [14], which actually requires more on
the burden of human supervisor. There are many works extending DAgger algorithm
and focusing on the improvement of query efficiency to an expert policy [16, 40]. These
works are the most relevant to ours in a way that they constrain training data with some
query metrics. These methods however assume that an oracle is always available and
easy to be queried, which is often unlikely in real environments. In addition, the issue of
noisy sensor measurements is not addressed in these works, which definitely degrade the
performance of a trained policy.
Another method of imitation learning is based on off-policy training, where the robot
learns from trajectories generated by other policies. DART [15] is an off-policy learning
algorithm that injects an optimized Gaussian noise into supervisor’s actions to simulate
errors caused by robot’s policy. The supervisor is forced to give the correct control
commands to avoid failures. The robot then learns to recover from undesired states from
these corrective commands.
In this work, we use both of the above techniques to collect data and train our model.
They will be presented in Section 3 and 4.
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The above mentioned algorithms only consider completing one task at a time, but
this is not enough for many robotic tasks. There have been a few works that address
multi-task imitation learning. Hausman et. al. proposed a multi-model imitation learn-
ing framework that learns to separate video segments into different skill trajectories and
imitate jointly [8]. In [5], the authors proposed a similar framework to ours that learns
sub-policies using multi-headed network in autonomous driving setting. However, they
did not consider the relevant information among tasks. Our proposed framework learns
relationships across tasks by combining learned features across sub-policies. By learn-
ing these relationships, the model is able to learn a more general representation of the
navigation task [28].
2.3 Deep Reinforcement Learning
Recently, deep reinforcement learning (DRL) [22] has been attracted much attention in
the robotic control field. Many works based on DRL have been performed to address
robotic navigation tasks. In [12], the authors train a DQN (deep q learning) agent [22]
to cross an intersection in simulation. Another work proposes a simulated environment
to train a DRL agent to reach a target position in indoor environments [41]. Lillicrap
et al. [19] proposes deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) to train an agent to
avoid dynamic obstacles in simulation. These methods however are all constrained in
simulated settings where damage to the agents is not a concern. Applying DRL to real
environments is still challenging. Many researchers attempt to address this problem by
transferring learned DRL policies from simulation to real world navigation tasks [30,38].
The difference between simulated environments and the real world settings makes this
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adaption difficult.
3 MULTI-SENSORY SEMI-SUPERVISED IMITA-
TION LEARNING
We consider a mobile robot navigating in indoor environments of pedestrians and obsta-
cles. The robot’s goal is to navigate rapidly and safely in indoor environments. Our goal
is to minimize human supervision and allow the robot to learn from its own experience.
We do not assume the robot has access to a multi-stage motion planer as a reference
policy as in [23].
We propose and implement a system,Multi-Sensory Semi-Supervised Learning (MS3L),
to enable the autonomous robotic navigation. Our system combines four policies pih, pis,
piθr , and piθn , which respectively represent human policy, sensor policy, recording policy,
and navigation policy. By initializing piθn with pih and constraining learning from a sub-
optimal policy pis with a recording policy piθr , the robot is able to surpass the suboptimal
policy and achieve near human performance in a self-supervised manner.
In this section, we present the detail design and framework of MS3L, including the
robotic platform, the policies, and the training protocol.
3.1 Robotic Platform
We have built our own robot based on commodity supplies as shown in Fig. 2. The base
of the robot is an iRobot Create21, which has a linear velocity of [-0.5m/s, 0.5m/s] and
1http://www.irobot.com/About-iRobot/STEM/Create-2.aspx
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Figure 1: Finite state machine for sensor policy.
Figure 2: iRobot Create2 equipped with a stereo camera, two ultrasonic sensors, and a
Jetson TX1.
an angular velocity of [-4.5rad/s, 4.5rad/s]. The robot is equipped with two ultrasonic
sensors for distance measurements and a ZED
TM
Stereo Camera2 to capture RGB images
and as well as depth images. The ultrasonic sensors can detect objects within a distance
of [5cm, 400cm] (or [2in, 156in]). The valid depth estimation of the stereo camera falls
into [0.5m, 20m]. These two types of depth/distance sensors, namely ultrasonic and
stereo camera, complement with each other to derive our sensor policy. In addition, a
NVIDIAR© Jetson TX13 is used as the robot’s brain to make inferences, which has 256
2https://www.stereolabs.com/
3http://www.nvidia.com/object/embedded-systems-dev-kits-modules.html
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CUDA cores with 2GB memory to support a moderate-sized neural network in real-time
computation.
3.2 MS3L Policies
The MS3L solution has four policies including human policy (pih), sensor policy (pis),
navigation policy (piθn) and recording policy (piθr), designed for the multi-sensory imitation
learning. Among those, human policy and sensor policy are also referred as reference
policies (piref ) to guide the navigation.
3.2.1 Human Policy
Human policy pih refers to a human operation that guides the robot to navigate through
environments and avoid collision. The operator provides initial demonstrations using a
joystick to tele-operate the robot remotely. Note that the human policy is used only
ONCE in data collection for each of the navigation and recording policy.
3.2.2 Sensor Policy
Sensor policy pis is used in the self-supervised learning phase to generate suboptimal action
labels. This policy generates a set of basic robot control commands: turning, acceleration,
and deceleration. Unlike in simulated or controlled environments where dynamics are
always known, it is not possible to obtain an accurate model of an unstructured real
indoor environment. Our goal is not to use an expensive accurate range sensor like a laser
device used in [23] to create an optimal depth control policy, but to build a suboptimal
sensor policy pis upon the coarse measurements of those unreliable cheap commodity
sensors.
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Sensor policy pis is high bias and low variance due to the hand engineered control
and noisy measurements in sensor data. It is regulated through a finite state machine as
shown in Fig. 1. It takes the current depth map M and ultrasonic sensor measurements
dleft and dright as inputs and generates a control command a = pis(M,dleft, dright). At
the first stage, it splits the depth map M into three sub-image. Then, it rejects depth
values in each sub-image which has the value larger than two standard deviation of the
entire depth image This checks whether we can trust the current depth estimation. If
the number of rejected data is large, the robot distrusts the depth map, and rather uses
the two ultrasonic sensor measurements (d1, d2) to calculate robot control actions. This
usually happens when the robot is facing towards a plain wall or objects only appear in
one camera. If the depth image is used, mean depth value of the middle sub-image is
used, e.g. the value is smaller than 0.8m in our experiments, to determine whether the
robot needs to take object avoidance actions. If the ultrasonic sensor is used, dleft and
dright are used to check whether the robot is in the safety position. Go back action is only
taken when ultrasonic sensor is used because ZED stereo camera is not valid in detecting
distance within 0.5 meters.
It should be noted that, pis is not robust and we expect the recording policy described
later to constrain the robot to only learn a subset of data generated by pis
3.2.3 Navigation Policy
Navigation policy piθn outputs an action to avoid obstacles based only on the current RGB
image observed from ZED stereo camera. To handle high dimensional observations i.e.
images in our case, we parameterize θn as a 5-layer convolutional neural network (CNN)
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Figure 3: Our model consists of two policies: navigation policy piθn and recording policies
piθr
as shown in Fig.3. We adopt VGG-like architecture [32] in our design. All convolution
layers have a 3× 3 kernel size. The first two convolution layers have 64 channels followed
by a max pooling layer. The last two convolution layers have 128 channels followed by
a fully-connected layer with 256 neurons. ReLU activation functions are applied to all
layers. We normalize iRobot Create2 linear and angular velocities between [−1, 1] when
collecting dataset. To bound with the this normalized scale, we add a tanh activation
function before the output. The policy outputs 2-dimensional actions in forms of linear
velocity and angular velocity. Input images are resized to 128×128 for real-time inference.
We define the navigation policy dataset asDpiθn = {(x1, piref (x1)), ..., (xi, piref (xi)), ..., (xt, piref (xt))},
where xi represents the observation at timestep t, and piref (xi) refers to the output of
reference policies consisting of human policy pih that is used only in the first iteration and
sensor policy pis that is used in the rest of training iterations. The imitation objective is
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defined as
Ci(Dpiθn , piθn) = 1/N ×
i=N∑
i=1
||piθn(xi)− piref (xi)||22, (1)
where N is the mini batch size for training. With this objective function, the navigation
policy is trained to imitate from both human and sensor policies: pih and pis.
3.2.4 Recording Policy
Recording policy piθr is crucial to our learning framework, where θr is parameterized
by a 2-layer fully-connected neural network. It takes a feature vector from the last
fully-connected layer fc5 = pi5θn(x) of the navigation policy as input and generates the
probability pr = piθr(fc5) that the current observation is needed for the navigation policy
to learn, as shown in Fig.3, where x is observation and θ5n represents the parameters of
last fully-connected layer of the navigation policy. This design choice of using shared
convolutional layers for navigation and recording policies is based on two factors. First,
the limited GPU memory on Jetson TX1 is not powerful enough for two CNNs: one for
the navigation policy and the other for recording policy. Second, the feature extracted
by the CNN at layer fc5 can be shared and reused by both the navigation policy and the
recording policy to improve its learning speed [17].
We use the sensor policy pis as a suboptimal policy to self label data after the human
operated pre-training stage. In order to throttle the propagation of learning errors from
pis, the recording policy only keeps those labelled data from pis if piθn deviates far from
both reference policies. We define the deviation as the squared difference between the
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output of the navigation policy piθn and that of reference policies (pih and pis) as
e(x, piθn , pih, pis) = γ||piθn(x)− pih(x)||22
+(1− γ)||piθn(x)− pis(x)||22,
(2)
where γ is a constant between 0 and 1 that weights the relative importance of the two
reference policies, e.g. if γ is closer to 1, the sensor policy is less accounted for the
deviation. With this deviation metric, a binary function indicating whether to record is
defined as
(x, piθn) =

1, if e(x, piθn , pih, pis) > τ
0, otherwise
, (3)
where τ is a scalar indicating the degree of error tolerated by the recording policy.
piθr is trained on a recording dataset Dpiθr = {pi5θn(x1), ..., pi5θn(xn)}, which is collected
using extra human demonstrations, from the last fully-connected layer fc5. The objective
function to be minimized by piθr is a binary cross-entropy loss function defined as
Cr(Dpiθr , , piθrpiθn , piref ) = −
1
N
×
N∑
n=1
(xn, piθn)log(piθr(xn)) + (1− (xn, piθn))log(1− piθr(xn)),
where piref is the reference policies consisting of pih and pis.
(a) β = 0.99 (b) β = 0.5
Figure 4: Images are uniformly sampled from datasets that have different β values.
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After the pre-training stage, observations are recorded only if piθr(x) > β, where β is
a recording threshold controlling the degree to which the robot trusts piθr . We refer the
observations recorded by piθr as hard samples. Some examples with different thresholds
are shown in Fig.4. Fig.4a shows the images recorded in dangerous states i.e. turning or
being close to walls. In contrast, Fig. 4b shows the images of going forward, which are
not necessary for the navigation policy to learn. A larger β places more constraints to
the number of observations recorded and labeled by pis.
3.3 Training Protocol
Algorithm 1 Multi-Sensory Self-Supervised Learning
procedure MS3L Training Protocol
Randomly initialize piθr and piθn .
Pre-training
Collect Dpiθr and D
0
piθn
using pih
piθ0n = arg minθnCi(D
0
piθn
, piθn)
piθ0r = arg minθrCr(Dpiθr ∪D0piθn , , piθr , piθ0n , piref )
Self-supervised learning
for i = 1 to k do
Execute piθi−1n , collect and label observations into D using pis and piθi−1r .
Only keep (x, piref (xi)) pair from D if piθir(pi
5
θi−1n
(x)) > β
Dipiθn = D ∪Di−1piθn
piθin = arg minθnCi(D
i−1
piθn
, piθi−1n )
piθir = arg minθr
Cr(Dpiθr ∪Dipiθp , , piθi−1r , piθi−1n , piref )
return piθ4n and piθ4r
With these policies, the training procedure of MS3L is performed as: the navigation
policy piθn is initialized by human policy pih and iteratively trained by a suboptimal
internal policy pis constrained on a recording policy piθr . Our training procedure consists
of two stages with five iterations in total, which is shown in Algorithm 1. The first stage
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is a pre-training stage, where a human operator controls the robot using a PlayStation
wireless controller to navigate through the environments and collect the initial recording
and navigation policies datasets: Dpiθr andD
0
piθn
to initialize the navigation policy: piθr and
piθn . These two datasets are collected in opposite directions shown in Fig.8. to ensure that
the recording policy correctly classifies hard observations. While the navigation policy is
trained to have a basic understanding of the environment, it does not learn any complex
actions such as turning or decelerating. A self-supervised learning stage is proposed to
further improve the policy without human operators. At this stage, pis is used to generate
labels for the collected data. In addition, piθr is used to constrain the data collection to
remove largely deviated data. Specifically, an observation x and its corresponding label
pis(M,d1, d2) are only recorded when piθr(pi
5
θn
(x)) > β. This ensures that the deficient
labeling resulted from noisy measurements of pis is minimized. Then, the navigation
policy is trained upon the aggregation of the initial dataset and the selected observations.
The trained navigation policy and the aggregation of recording and navigation datasets
are used to update the recording policy.
4 SHAREDMULTI-TASK IMITATION LEARNING
We first formally define the problem of imitation learning and multi-task imitation learn-
ing. Next, we present our network architecture. Finally, we present our training procedure
in detail.
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4.1 Problem Formulation
To formally define the problem, let X and Y denote recorded observations and the cor-
responding expert control commands respectively. To simplify the notation, we assume
the environment is Markovian, meaning the current observation includes all history in-
formation of the environment.
4.1.1 Traditional Imitation Learning
In the traditional imitation learning setting, the demonstrations only consist of a single
task. Thus, X = {X 1,X 2, ...,X n} and Y = {Y1,Y2, ...,Yn} represent n demonstrations.
It aims to learn a policy that maps an observation to a probability distribution of con-
trol command pi : X → pi(Y ; θ), where θ denotes the parameters of a weight vector,
e.g. neural network. The parameters θ can be found by solving maximum-likelihood
(ML): θ∗ = arg max
θ
∑N
n=1 pi(Yn|X n; θ). If the policy is Gaussian and it is parame-
terized by a weight vector θ, we can rewrite ML objective into l2 regression problem:
θ∗ = arg min
θ
1
N
∑N
n=1||pi(X n; θ) − Yn||22. In all the experiment, we assume our policy is
Gaussian thus we use l2 objective to optimize the parameters θ.
4.1.2 Multi-Task Imitation Learning
In the multi-task imitation learning setting, observations X and the corresponding con-
trol commands Y no longer only consist of a single task demonstration. Instead, they
consist of multiple demonstrated tasks and are denoted as X = {X1, X2, ...Xi} and
Y = {Y1, Y2, ..., Yi}, where Xi = {X1i , X2i , ..., Xni } and Yi = {Y 1i , Y 2i , ..., Y ni } represent
the observations and control commands of task i. Although here we use the same num-
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ber of demonstrations across tasks for simplifying notations, it needs not to be the same.
In addition, we introduce the concept of task embedding denoted as T = {T1, T2, ...Ti}.
Similar to word embedding [18], the task embedding is a feature vector for each task that
embeds the high-level meaning into low-dimensional space.Therefore, the policy maps
observations and task embedding to a distribution of control command and is denoted
as pi : {X , T} → pi(Y ; θ). Instead of minimizing the objective for one task, multi-task
imitation learning aims to find a set of parameters that is optimized across multiple tasks:
θ∗ = arg min
θ
1
I
1
N
I∑
i=1
N∑
n=1
||pi(X ni , Ti; θ)− Yni ||22, (4)
where I is the number of tasks.
4.2 Network Architecture
In this section we present a Shared Multi-task Imitation Learning (SMIL) framework
that learns to perform four tasks based on human command. As shown in Fig. 5, it
consists of two modules: image feature extractor and shared multi-headed policy which
are presented in the following sections.
4.2.1 Image Feature Extractor
We fine-tune the pre-trained ResNet-18 as the image feature extractor by excluding the
classifier layer in the original ResNet-18, but preserve the average pooling layer. It is
used to project raw image inputs to a low-dimensional feature space and is denoted as
f = I(x, θI), where f ∈ R1×1×512 is the extracted feature vector, x is the input image,
and θI is the parameter set of ResNet-18. The idea of using pre-trained model has been
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Figure 5: An illustration of SMIL framework. An image observation is first passed
through a ResNet-18 to extract features. The features are then passed through a linear
classifier as well as shared multi-headed policy to predict environment label and control
commands.
extensively researched by the literature and it is proven to have faster convergence than
training from scratch [11]. The feature vector is then flattened and passed to shared multi-
headed policy to generate control commands. In addition, to allow image feature extractor
to learn a more general representation of indoor environments, it also predicts which
indoor environment it is currently in: p = E(f), where E represents a linear classifier.
In our experiment, it predicts two class labels: hallway and classroom. Environment
prediction is jointly trained with control commands using softmax loss function.
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4.2.2 Shared Multi-headed Policy
Shared multi-headed policy learns shared knowledge across tasks as well as task specific
knowledge. In our experiments, we define four tasks to be learned: traverse hallway,
traverse classroom, to hallway, and to classroom. We denote the shared multi-headed
policy as a = pi(f, t; θpi), where θpi = {W1, ...,W4} is the parameters of the entire policy
andW i is the parameter set of the ith sub-policy. It takes two inputs: extracted features
f from the previous module and task embedding t and outputs the control commands a
corresponding to the specific task. In our experiments, since we have four tasks, we denote
the task embedding t as a 4-dimensional one-hot vector. It is used for selecting which
sub-policy to be activated. Note that t can also be learned in an unsupervised way [8].
The action space is two-dimensional: acceleration and steering angle. The framework
consists of three parts: switch operation, add operation, and sub-policies represented by
fully connected layers.
We represent sub-policies as three-layer fully connected neural networks. Because
the tasks are highly correlated, it is useful to learn task relationships through which
the activated sub-policy exploits useful information from other sub-policies. For exam-
ple, hallway navigation sub-policy can leverage obstacle avoidance knowledge learned by
classroom navigation sub-policy because classroom is a more complicated environment
with different types of obstacles. Formally, we define W il the set of parameters at layer l
in ith sub-policy and hil = gl(W iTl xil) denotes the corresponding output, where function
gl(·) denotes non-linearity function and xil is the input of that layer. In our network,
we set the first two layers’ non-linear function as ReLU and the last layer as identity
function. The input to first layers is the extracted features f from the previous module.
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We share the information across sub-policies using an add operation that combines all
the outputs from the second layers of each sub-policy:
j =
i=T∑
i=1
hi2, (5)
where T is the total number of tasks. Although the literature has shown that higher
layers learn more task specific features and they are difficult to transfer [39] , we choose
to share the information from second layers because the tasks are highly correlated thus
the learned features are easier to transfer over sub-policies. After the add operation, task
embedding t selects which sub-policy to use via a switch operation. The switch operation
routes the output from the add operation to the final layer of the selected sub-policy.
The final output will be
a = ht3 = g
t
3(W
t
3j). (6)
This forces each sub-policy learns the task specific controls(final layer) as well as sharing
knowledge(add operation) across different sub-policies.
4.3 Training Procedure
This section presents the detailed training procedure for SMIL. We apply three different
training techniques to train a robust SMIL framework: dropout, data augmentation, and
noise injection.
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Figure 6: An illustration of randomly chosen augmentation strategies. From left to right
are original, random cropping and pixel dropout, additive Gaussian noise and contrast
changing, and more aggressive random cropping.
4.3.1 Dropout and Data Augmentation
As opposed to [38], we want to train a robust SMIL framework that is able to perform
in different environments from real-world experience instead of learning from images
generated by a hand-engineered simulator. It is necessary to collect images from diverse
indoor environments to prevent a deep model from overfitting, but collecting data is time
consuming. Hence, we apply data augmentation and dropout [33] and we found that
these two strategies are crucial for training a robust model. For data augmentation,
we randomly apply contrast change, Gaussian noise, pixel dropout, random cropping,
and horizontal flip (steering angle is also flipped). Different augmentation strategies are
shown in Fig. 6. Dropout is used to prevent model overfitting by randomly zeroing-out
an neuron’s activation. In addition, dropout can also stabilize performance of the robot.
Because of the add operation, the norm of activation input to the final layer may becomes
very large and causes the robot outputs very different control commands. Dropout is only
added to the first and second layers of sub-policies.
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4.3.2 Noise Injection
Distribution mismatch is a central problem in imitation learning: because human su-
pervisor is proficient in demonstrating tasks, there are no demonstrations of recovering
from dangerous or erroneous states. Thus, the robot does not know how to correct it-
self from these states. We explore off-policy training for SMIL framework to overcome
this difficulty, where the robot learns from others’ experience. We adopted the approach
from [15], where the authors proposed a method for injecting an optimized Gaussian noise
to expert policy to maximize the probability of human demonstrators making the same
mistakes as the robot.
Given a robot policy piθ, an expert policy pi
∗, DART algorithm aims to find a covariance
matrix of Gaussian noise that maximizes the probability of expert taking robot policy:
Σ∗ = arg min
Σ
Ep(ξ|pi∗,Σ) −
T−1∑
t=0
log[pi ∗ (piθ|xt,Σ)], (7)
where ξ means trajectories encountered by executing expert policy with noise injected
and the covariance matrix is Σ. They observe that the error made by noise injected
expert policy should be the same with the final robot policy. They also utilized shrinkage
estimation to scale the covariance matrix and derived a closed form solution:
Σα =
α
Ttr(Σ∗)
Σ∗, Σ∗ =
1
T
Ep(ξ|pi∗,Σ)
T−1∑
t=0
(piθ(xt)− pi∗(xt))(piθ(xt)− pi∗(xt))T , (8)
where α is the prior knowledge of robot policy final error on the training dataset. This
algorithm is best used in an iterative approach, that is we collect expert demonstrations
for k iterations and update the covariance matrix at the start of every iteration except
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for the first iteration, which the covariance matrix will be set to 0. In our experiment, we
found α = 2 gives the best results. It is reasonable since we normalize value of steering
angle and acceleration between -1 and 1, the largest MSE should not exceed 4.
5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 MS3L Performance Evaluation
The experiments have been performed in the 3rd floor of the Robert Bell (RB) Hall
building at Ball State University. Fig. 7a and 7b are indoor environments where our
robot has been trained and Fig.8 shows the floor plan.
(a) Hallway (b) Classroom
Figure 7: Training environments for robots.
We have implemented MS3L on tensorflow [1]. Adam optimizer [13] is used and
configured with a learning rate of 0.0001 for piθn and 0.001 for piθr . Both networks are
trained over 50 epochs with a L2 weight decay of 0.0001. We set γ = 0.8 and τ = 0.00025
while training piθr . In addition, we set β = 0.99 in data collection using the recording
policy. Input images are rescaled to 128 × 128 RGB images. We set k = 4 during
self-supervised training. For each training iteration, we run the robot for 250s and the
images are taken at 30fps. We use the traveled distance and time to collision as evaluation
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Figure 8: Data collection trajectories. Blue arrow indicates the trajectory for collecting
recording policy dataset and the red one shows the trajectory for collecting navigation
policy datasets for all iterations.
metrics in the experiments. We set the maximum travel duration to be 250s throughout
the experiments.
We have trained our robot in two indoor environments: RB 3rd floor hallway as shown
as red arrow in Fig. 8 and in RB-356 classroom during break time. The classroom is an
extremely difficult environment, where the robot collides into obstacles even with human
operator’s supervision in some tests.
5.1.1 Training Evaluation
We first evaluate the performance of our navigation and recording policies during training
process. We have reserved 10% of data samples as the validation set in each iteration.
We have measured the losses for navigation and recording policies, which are the mean
squared error (MSE) between reference and navigation policies and the binary cross-
entropy loss respectively. They are averaged over each training iteration as shown in
Fig.9a. The averaged losses of navigation and recording policies both reach their largest at
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(a) (b)
Figure 9: Averaged evaluation losses on navigation (top) and recording policies (bot-
tom) over five training iterations are shown in (a). Traveled distance (top) and time
(bottom) to collision in each iteration are shown in (b).
the first iteration in the self-supervised stage. We conjecture this is due to the discrepancy
between human and sensor policies. After this iteration, the navigation policy rapidly
converges to reference policies and then fluctuates within a small range.
Performance of Navigation Policy Fig.9b shows the performance of navigation pol-
icy during the five training iterations. It reflects the results of averaged losses in Fig.9a:
there is no performance gain in the first two iterations and then the performance linearly
increases after the first iteration of the self-supervised learning phase. We have noticed
that the navigation policy is able to safely navigate the robot across the hallway without
any collision within the time limits at the last iteration, which is also clearly indicated
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by the rightmost point on Fig.9b. These observations imply that MS3L can safely and
autonomously navigate robots in complex real environments after sufficient iterations of
training.
Performance of Recording Policy We also analyze the performance of recording
policy during each iteration. As an illustration, Table 1 shows the number of training
samples collected during each iteration. In the pre-training stage (Iteration 0), human
operator navigates the robot to collect the initial dataset within 250s at 30fps. In the
self-supervised learning stage, recording policy is extremely effective in that it drastically
reduces the number of collection samples by ruling out those deficient labeled observa-
tions.
Table 1: Training data collected during 5 iterations
Iteration 0 1 2 3 4
# of observations 7500 351 853 790 335
In addition, distributions for angular velocity during each iteration are are another
metric to measure the performance of the recording policy. They are evaluated and
presented in Fig.10. The training samples collected in the pre-training stage primarily
consist of data with angular velocity 0rad/s as in Fig.10a, which represents going forward.
This singular value can’t contribute anything useful to data labeling for training. In
contrast, the data collected is more uniformly distributed in self-supervised learning stage
as in Fig.10b. This means these data contain more stateful information such as turning
in different angular velocities and are thus significantly useful for training. This also
indicates that, in addition to reducing the effect of deficient labeling from sensor policy,
MS3L also ensures only hard samples that have not been seen in the past iterations are
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recorded and trained by navigation policy.
(a) (b)
Figure 10: Angular velocity distributions over the pre-training stage (a) and self-
supervised learning stage (b).
5.1.2 Recording Threshold β
An important factor that affects the framework and recording policy is threshold β that
controls what observations should be considered as hard samples. We use three different
β values to evaluate how it influences the performance of the system as shown in Fig.11.
The performance has been evaluated at the third iteration of training process4. As we can
observe from the figure, the traveled distance decreases as we reduce β. We conjecture
that this is because the system learns too much from the suboptimal sensor policy with a
small β. When β is near 0, the recording policy is merely utilized and the data collection
is not constrained, which degrades the performance of navigation policy. A large β value
is therefore necessary to ensure the recording policy to perform effectively during the
self-supervised learning stage.
4Evaluating the performance after the third iteration is dangerous when β is 0.5 or 0.1 because the
performance of navigation policy degrades quickly.
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Figure 11: Traveled distances with β values of 0.99, 0.5, and 0.1.
5.1.3 Performance of Navigation After Training: Comparison with Baselines
After training, it is of utmost interest to assess the actual performance of the trained
MS3L robot in real environments. Since the robot has been trained and learned from
human and sensor policies, we define these two policies as baselines. In addition, DAgger
algorithm is also used to compare with our framework. The training process of DAgger is
the same as our framework except that it requires all 37500 images to be recorded during
the five training iterations and it needs human to correct the actions. It is valuable
to compare the robot navigation performance with these baselines. We have tested the
comparison over three tasks. For fair comparison, during the tests, the human operator
can only perceive the environments at the first-person view from the cameras of the
robot as it does at its own. The results show that MS3L is robust to learn from noisy
and suboptimal policy. We have also noticed that MS3L surpasses the sensor policy by
a large margin in most of the tasks, it is also able to achieve near-human performance in
two tasks, and even outperforms the human operator in one task. Two human operators
participate in each task. Every task is performed 5 times and the results are shown in
average distance in meters and time in seconds. The three tasks are presented as follows:
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• The first task is to navigate the robot through the hallway during normal business
time. While our robot is trained in this environment, the training data collected is
during break time when there are few people walking in the environment. We set
this task during business hours when the walking traffic is heavy inside the hallways
to examine how robust MS3L is to deal with unseen cases after training.
• The second task is navigate the robot through a classroom where chairs and tables
are main obstacles. This environment is difficult even for human operator.
• The third task is navigate the robot through the 3rd floor with Gaussian noise
with zero mean and unit standard deviation added to the controller that emulates
hardware malfunction. We would like to use this test to show the robustness of
MS3L in case of hardware failures or human manipulation mistakes.
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Figure 12: Traveled distance (a) and time to collision (b) in the test stage after training
in three tasks.
Fig.12 shows the results of comparisons in these three tasks. We can observe that the
performance of MS3L exceeds sensor policy in every environment tested. Human policy
as the baseline has a slightly higher performance in the first tasks. However, in case of
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hardware failures or operation mistakes as in the third task, human operator is not able
to deal with such unexpected events, while MS3L is robust to these noises and greatly
surpasses human performance. DAgger achieves slightly better performances in all three
tasks compared to MS3L. However, DAgger requires 2.8× more examples to be recorded
compared to our framework. In addition, it needs heavy human labeling which does not
exist in our work.
From the experiments, the sensor policy often fails when the robot faces a plain wall
or narrow corridor where depth information can not be reliably estimated from stereo
images correctly. The navigation policy fails in avoiding multiple objects. This is because
the environment is not completely observable and the policy only considers the current
observation, not any historical information. For example, it forgets the position of the
previous object while trying to avoid the current one.
5.2 SMIL Performance Evaluation
We evaluate SMIL framework in indoor environments in Robert Bell building. Our
experiments are designed to answer the following:
1. Is learning shared task representation (add operation) necessary for multi-task im-
itation learning when the tasks are highly correlated?
2. How does the multi-headed sub-policy architecture compare to a single-headed pol-
icy?
3. Does adding environment prediction task improve performance?
4. Are data augmentation and dropout important to generalization and robustness?
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5.2.1 Task Description
We evaluate our framework on four correlated tasks in Robert Bell building and are
described in Table 2. Since classroom indoor environments contain fewer free space
and are far more complex compared to hallway environments, we set less constraints on
classroom related task, i.e. traverse classroom and to hallway. The goal of these four
tasks is to simulate the robot in a multi-task decision making environment, where it is
required to go to different indoor locations based on human command.
Table 2: Task Description
Task Task Description Time Limit Failure Condition
Traverse Hallway
The robot is initialized
in hallway at a fixed position.
It is asked to traverse hallway
without collision within the time limit.
1 min
If the robot collides into obstacles,
we count it as a failure.
If it goes into classroom,
we count it as a failure.
Traverse classroom
The robot is initialized
in classroom at the door position.
It is asked to traverse classroom
without collision within the time limit
30 sec
Because classroom is highly complex,
we give the robot one more chance
in this task. If the robot collides into
obstacles, we reroute it back to
free space. If the robot collides
again, we count it as a failure.
In addition, if it goes outside
of the classroom, we count it
as a failure.
To classroom
The robot is initialized
in hallway at a fixed position that is 15 meters
away from a classroom.
It needs to go from the
classroom to the hallway.
2min
If the robot can not complete
the task within time limit or
collide into obstacles, we count
it as a failure. In addition, if the
robot passes two nearest classrooms
from its initial position, it is a failure.
To hallway
The robot is initialized
in a classroom at the furthest corner
away from the door.
It needs to go through
the classroom to the hallway.
1 min
If the robot can not complete
the task within time limit or
collide into obstacles, we count it as
a failure. Same as traverse
classroom, we give the robot a
second chance.
5.2.2 Experiment Setup
In our experiments, we use the same robot as in Section 3.1, but only RGB images from
the stereo camera are used. A PlayStation controller is used to send control and task
commands to the robot.
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Figure 13: Data collection trajectories. Blue arrow indicates the trajectory for collecting
recording policy dataset and the red one shows the trajectory for collecting navigation
policy datasets for all iterations.
We collect our training data on the third floor of Robert Bell building. It consists of 10
minutes driving for each task, which corresponds to roughly 20,000 images each task. We
use four DART iterations to collect our training dataset per task, so one DART iteration
corresponds to 2.5 minutes driving (4500 images) for each task. In the experiments, we
found it is hard for humans to control when apply the Gaussian noise to all actions. Thus,
for each image, there is 50% probability to add the optimized Gaussian noise. For noise
injected images, we only record the corrective actions taken by human demonstrator not
the noise itself. Images are recorded at the resolution of 224× 224 to be consistent with
the original ResNet-18 setup. When switching to different tasks, human demonstrator
presses physical buttons on PlayStation controller to provide a task index and a script is
used to map this index to a one-hot task embedding vector.
For traverse hallway task, we place our robot at position A and drive it clockwise at
every DART iteration. Same strategy is applied to to classroom task. At every iteration,
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the robot starts at position Aand runs clockwise. The human demonstrator drives the
robot into the first open room that the robot encounters. For traverse classroom task, we
collect data in classroom 307, 356, 354, and 360 at every DART iteration. The data of
to hallway task is also recorded in the same classroom. The human demonstrator drives
the robot from the most inner corner of each classroom to the hallway.
5.2.3 Results
We set up a variety of baselines to answer the questions asked at the beginning of this
section. We compare SMIL full architecture with five baselines:
• Multi-headed network: this model uses the same architecture without learning
shared representation (excludes the add operation).
• Plain network: this is the traditional imitation learning approach, where there is
one single network that maps input to output control commands. It is not aware
of the multi-task setting.
• SMIL w/o data augmentation: this baseline excludes data augmentation while
training.
• SMIL w/o dropout: this baseline removes dropout at the first and second layers
of sub-policies.
• SMIL w/o environment prediction: this model does not predict environment
class labels.
We use the same hyper-parameters to train each baseline network (will be introduced
in Section 5.2.3) across all the tasks. We use SGD optimizer with learning rate 0.01 and
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(a) Robert Bell first floor hallway.
(b) Robert Bell third floor hallway.
(c) Robert Bell first floor classroom. (d) Robert Bell third floor classroom.
Figure 14: Training environments (b) and (d) have different geometric and color appear-
ances as testing environments (a) and (c).
decay a factor of 10 for every 5 epochs. We train each network for 30 epochs and a batch
size of 256. For SMIL framework and multi-headed network, we split training examples
of each task evenly in one batch. We train the plain network on all the training data.
The plain network is task-agnostic, so we do not tell it which task to perform explicitly.
We set weight decay equals to 0.0005. For the networks that use dropout, we set dropout
rate as 0.2 meaning there is a 20% probability that a neuron’s activation will be set to
0.
Table 3: Success Rate
Traverse Hallway Traverse Classroom To Classroom To Hallway
SMIL 80% 60% 70% 60%
Multi-headed 50% 30% 50% 40%
Plain 50% 30% 20% 0%
SMIL w/o augmentation 40% 30% 40% 30%
SMIL w/o dropout 30% 30% 50% 40%
SMIL w/o environment 70% 50% 50% 50%
To test generalization, we run the robot on the first floor of Robert Bell building
at test time. The geometric and color appearances are not the same as the training
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environments. The testing and training scenes are illustrated in Fig. 14. We conducted
10 experiments for each task and recorded success rate and averaged time duration with
standard deviation for each experiment as shown in Table 3 and Fig. 15.
Overall Comparisons: In terms of success rate, it is obvious that our proposed model,
SMIL, achieves the best performance across all the tasks. In terms of time duration, our
model is able to maintain the longest averaged travels among all other models in traverse
tasks. It needs slightly more time to complete to classroom task. This is because some
baseline models complete all easy runs that take less time, e.g. the classrooms that are
in the robot’s field of view, but failed difficult runs that take longer time.
Comparisons on model architectures: The comparisons address the first three ques-
tions at the beginning of this section. 1. The first floor has more obstacles than the third
floor, which is used for training. Thus, it is necessary to reuse the knowledge learned from
traverse classroom task while performing traverse hallway task. By comparing SMIL
and multi-headed network on traverse hallway task, we observe that SMIL is able to
reuse obstacle avoidance knowledge from traverse classroom sub-policy. 2. From the re-
sult, we observe that it is necessary to add this environment prediction auxiliary task to
provide a denser training single to image feature extractor that allows the image feature
extractor to learn a more robust representation. 3. Although the plain network is trained
on all the data which contains 80,000 images, it still failed tremendously especially on
the to classroom/hallway task. This is because of mode averaging [2] and inaccurate
labeling that causes bias in the network. To classroom/hallway tasks inherent a different
mode than traverse classroom/hallway tasks and they are more difficult. Since the plain
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network is trained on all tasks, it is possible that the plain network ignores differences
across each task and thus yield an undesirable policy. In addition, it is task-agnostic, so
it can not respond to human command.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 15: Averaged time duration and standard deviation for each task. For traverse
hallway/classroom task, The higher the averaged time duration means the the robot gets
less collision. For to hallway/classroom tasks, the lower the averaged time duration means
the faster the robot completes the task.
Comparison on generalization and robustness: This comparison answers the fourth
question: both dropout and data augmentation are necessary to train a robust model.
By removing a single method, the robot has the similar performance. In terms of success
rate, after adding both methods, the robot’s performance is almost doubled. It shows
that these two methods are complementary to each other. Dropout prevents the robot
from aggressive turning caused by large activation from add operation. By augmenting
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the training dataset, the trained model learns to ignore geometric difference and different
lighting effects.
6 CONCLUSION
In this thesis, we proposed two novel frameworks that give the robot the ability to navigate
and perform different tasks in indoor environments. The first framework is Multi-Sensory
Self- Supervised Learning(MS3L). MS3L combines deep imitation learning with sensor
fusion. It learns from human demonstrations to perform robotic navigation without a
predefined map. MS3L designs a suboptimal sensor policy that replaces human operators
after the initial training. A recording policy is then proposed to restrict learning from
the suboptimal policy that likely lead to serious robotic damage. The second framework,
SMIL, addresses multi-task imitation learning problem. Our framework learns task rela-
tionships by summing up all activations output from the second layer of each sub-policy.
At training time, dropout and data augmentation are applied to train a robust model
that generalizes well in unseen environments. At test time, a task embedding is used
to activate one sub-policy based on human command. By leveraging shared knowledge,
our framework is able to perform better than multi-headed framework. Extensive exper-
iments in real indoor environments have demonstrated that both MS3L and SMIL are
able to successfully and reliably apply to real indoor environments.
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